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Having returned from the infernal Abyss only to find his whole world changed, young "sinner" Oz
Vessalius embarks on an attempt at normalcy after being reunited with his best friend and valet,
Gilbert, whom he had presumed dead. But during a trip into town with Gil and Alice, an unexpected
encounter leads Oz down memory lane...For Oz, however, the path is one covered with the most menacing of
thorns. And lying in wait to assail him there...The baleful eye of his father and the echoes of cursed
words Oz would much rather forget...
Within these pages, four fairy tales unfold, each peering into one of the houses of the four great
dukedoms: Vessalius, Rainsworth, Barma, and Nightray. Shifting among present, past, and future, these
stories link to each other like a wheel, traveling to and fro in a never-ending ring between the
everyday and the extraordinary. Inside this ring, the protagonists take off at a gallop. Caucus race: A
race that is run within a circle, any which way one likes. A race with no goal. Who will be the winner?
Look deeper into the world of PandoraHearts with this first ever novelization based on the work of the
New York Times bestselling manga creator Jun Mochizuki, illuminated by special manga shorts drawn by
Mochizuki herself...
The tragedy that befell a bustling city a hundred years earlier. Eyes of ill omen. Stone seals. The
warped gears that began turning long ago play out a requiem for one who was much loved. The solemn sound
of the dirge colors the world that hears its notes a melancholy gray...as though it was always meant to
be...
The earnest emotions of one man cross the divides of space and time, laying bare his life, which was
long hidden in the depths of memory. But when these revelations come to pass, the reality Oz has known
begins to change and shift into something wholly bewildering. Could the desire in one man's heart have
been the very darkness gnawing at everything all along...?
The snow-white maiden encountered once upon a time in the depths of the Abyss by the clown christened
the Red-Eyed Specter...who was she really? As there are two sides to every story, could it be there are
two sides to the existence known as Alice? Duke Barma may have provided a sordid outline, but Break
colors the tale with vivid swathes of bloody crimson as he opens up about his past. Will these tragic
truths long secreted away isolate Break further from his allies once he has revealed them?
Where in the world are you? This question is posed to Oz Vessalius once more. After overcoming the
chains of infinite despair that bind him, the answer at which he arrives becomes a blinding light,
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piercing through the jet-black darkness. As though hope can be spun out of the emotions of a person's
heart...
What I have granted them...is the "possibility" of survival. "I want you to be 'happy.'" One man's
parting wish succeeds in awakening Oz's heart, long held captive in the depths of his own soul, as
though breaking all the chains that bind him...
With Pandora and the Baskervilles in a race to discover the whereabouts of the seals that secure Glen
Baskerville's body, Oz and his friends are caught up in the ensuing fury of this ruthless hunt. Amidst
this chaos, Oscar Vessalius organizes a brief respite for his beloved nephew and his companions in the
form of an outdoor tea party. When Oscar surprises all present with an impromptu group photograph, the
memory of their fleeting peace together is captured in time so as to never be forgotten. If only such
memories could be made to last forever by the simple act of wishing...
Just when it seems the tragedy of Sablier is on the verge of recurring at Isla Yura's residence, the
sinister blade of the Headhunter swings once more. From the darkness where the mysteries of Fianna's
House and Humpty Dumpty converge, one truth will come to light: an unmoving reality that is itself so
shocking, it seems like an illusion...Will Oz and his allies ever recover?
Pandora, now under the control of Leo and the Baskervilles, bears witness as the truth of the being
known as Oz Vessalius is exposed for all to see. Amidst the warped tragedy that plays out mercilessly,
one who has lost everything catches a glimpse of the ridiculous fairy tale contrived by a living ghost,
as though a forbidden box has just been opened...
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